Vehicle handing stability under the combined acceleration steering and braking steering conditions has a great impact on the vehicle safety. Therefore, the coupled steering and driving/braking stability control is essential. Thus, a novel controller based on differential flatness and vehicle stability region is proposed. First, the reference vehicle state variables are calculated and the vehicle stability region is established based on vehicle dynamics and bifurcation analysis. Then, the flatness-based controller is designed which can ensure the vehicle handing stability by controlling the vehicle states approaching their references. Based on the driver preview model, the vehicle can keep good path tracking effect by tracking the lateral deviation. The simulation results of the double lane change tests show that the proposed control method can ensure both the vehicle handing stability and the path tracking effect. Compared to vehicle equipped with the integration of active front steering and direct yaw moment control, vehicle controlled by flatness-based controller performs better in both handing stability and path tracking.
I. INTRODUCTION
The vehicle may lose its stability and cause heavy traffic accidents when running in high speed steering, acceleration steering or braking steering. It is necessary for the vehicle steering and driving/braking coupled control with the following coupling effects such as kinematic coupling and coupling of tire behavior. Thus, vehicle integrated control becomes the focus of the issue of vehicle handing stability control, and have been researched extensively.
The coordinated control of active front wheel steers (AFS) and direct yaw moment control (DYC) were firstly used for the vehicle integrated control [1] - [3] . Moreover, linear vehicle model and tire model was usually adopted for the controller design searched in the field of vehicle integrated control. However, the active steering angle and the stable yaw The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xiaosong Hu . moment were taken as two independent control inputs, so the yaw moment generated by steering was neglected.
In order to take the neglected yaw moment into consideration and intensively study the optimum torque distribution to better control the vehicle, many researchers such as Abe [4] , Hattori [5] , Zhang [6] and Yu [7] , [8] adopted hierarchical control structure for vehicle integrated control which firstly calculated the steering angle and reference yaw moment then distributed the braking torque to the four tires. However, the outcome will not be known yet if the total braking torques of the four wheels can not produce enough yaw moment restricted by the road adhesion. Thus it is necessary to slow down the vehicle in advance by driving control.
Few researchers took the driving torque into account for vehicle integrated control which can earlier actively control the longitudinal motion. Ono et al. [9] , Fahimi [10] , and Jiang et al. [11] studied the steering and driving/braking integrated control for four-wheel drive vehicle. L. Menhour and Fliess et al [12] - [14] utilized the flatness theory to design the controller and achieved good path tracking effects. However, the longitudinal wind resistance was neglected, and the reference vehicle states used for the controller design were recorded with an instrumented vehicle by a professional driver in advance. For a common road that had not been driven by professional drivers, the expectation of controller would not be obtained. Thus, this reference acquisition method is not convenient for engineering application.
This paper proposes a coupled steering and driving/ breaking stability control method based on differential flatness theory and preview follower theory. The longitudinal wind resistance is considered in vehicle system modeling and the new reference calculation method based on road information and nonlinear dynamics bifurcation theory is proposed. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related models are presented in section II. Section III gives a detailed description about the calculation of reference vehicle variables. Section IV and section V give a detailed description about the design and verification of differential flatness-based integrated control algorithm. Section VI is the conclusion. The paper [15] is a first draft of this paper.
II. VEHICLE STEERING AND DRIVING/BREAKING MODEL
The planar motion stability is mainly considered than roll or pitch stability since the study is aimed at the coupled longitudinal and lateral control. The single track vehicle model with three degrees of freedom (longitudinal motion, lateral motion and yaw motion) depicted in figure 1 is considered in this paper in which oxy is the vehicle coordinate system. Air resistance plays an important role in longitudinal running resistance and is indispensable when vehicle runs in high speed. Different from paper [12] - [14] , the influence of longitudinal wind resistance has been considered in this paper during vehicle system modeling. The three -degree-offreedom (3DOF) vehicle dynamic model is established as (1) .
where m is the vehicle mass, I z is the inertia moment about the vehicle vertical axis. v x and v y are the longitudinal and lateral velocities, respectively, w represents the vehicle yaw rate. δ is the steering angle of the front wheels. l f and l r are the distance from the vehicle gravity center to the front and rear axles, respectively, C is the longitudinal air resistance efficient, A represents the longitudinal windward area, ρ is the air density. F lf and F lr are the longitudinal force of front and rear wheels, respectively, F sf and F sr represent the lateral force of front and rear wheels, respectively.
The lateral and longitudinal forces of front and rear wheels can be calculated according to the vehicle dynamics model as follows:
where C f and C r represent the lateral stiffness of front and rear axles, respectively. T t is the driving torque of front axle, T bf and T br are the braking torque of front and rear axles, respectively. I w represents the wheel yaw moment of inertia, R w represents the wheel rolling radius, ω f and ω r are the angular velocity of front and rear wheel, respectively. Firstly, small steering angles are assumed as follows:
Then we take (2), (3) and (4) into (1), the differential equation of the three-degree-of-freedom dynamics model can be obtained as (5) :
This dynamics model (5) introduces both steering angle of front wheel and the longitudinal driving torque and braking torque of the wheels. We can see that the longitudinal motion and lateral motion couple with each other obviously in (5) . The longitudinal movement is controlled mainly via the driving/braking wheel torque and the lateral movement mainly via the steering angle δ. We denote the T w as the subtraction of driving and braking torque of the axles which is expressed as:
where T b represents the sum of T bf and T br . Then we denote the T w and δ as two control variables expressed by:
Then the system state space of the vehicle system model can be expressed as:
III. THE REFERENCE VEHICLE STATE VARIABLES
The control objectives should be defined before the controller design. There are two objectives: one is following the reference path exactly and the other one is keeping handing stability. The target path and the reference vehicle variables which can evaluate the vehicle handing stability should be studied firstly.
A. REFERENCE PATH
In recent years, we can obtain the road information with the fast development of computer vision. We assume that the road information is known in this paper. A double lane change path with sine function is applied which is usually used in the effect validation of steering and driving/braking coupled controller. The path has lateral skewing of 3.5 meters during longitudinal distance of 60 meters. The mathematical function of the path is expressed by (10):
where x l represents the longitudinal location; y lat is the lateral location.
B. REFERENCE LONGITUDINAL VELOCITY
Skilled drivers always decelerate when encountering a roundabout and then accelerate after driving out of the roundabout. It is essentially determined by the need for vehicle stability and can be seen from various simulation results in literature [14] . Due to vehicle longitudinal motion and lateral motion coupling with each other strongly, the longitudinal velocity in curve will smaller than that in straight road with the same driving torque. Thus we design the longitudinal velocity according to the rule of decelerating when encountering a roundabout and accelerating after driving out of the roundabout. Set the entrance velocity, deceleration before roundabout, acceleration after roundabout, then the longitudinal velocity can be expressed as (11) .
where v 0 is the initial velocity, t 0 is the starting moment of decelerating, t 1 is the ending moment of decelerating and v 1 is the corresponding velocity in the moment of t 1 , t 2 is the starting moment of accelerating, t 3 is the ending moment of accelerating.
Novices may slow down quickly to the absolute safety state and then make a turn when encounter a corner or obstacle; professional drivers may decelerate slightly and make a smooth turn; if both new and skilled drivers pay no attention to the corners or obstacles, they will lack enough time to decelerate. Therefore, we take the deceleration of −1.6m/s 2 , −5m/s 2 and 0 into account to simulate the above three cases respectively.
C. REFERENCE YAW RATE
The vehicle stability control systems always make the vehicle actual states to track the reference state response through various control methods. In the study of vehicle stability control, reference yaw rate is widely used as the control target [17] , which is a key parameter characterizing vehicle driving states and easy to be measured. Based on the linear twodegree-of-freedom model of the vehicle system dynamics, the reference yaw rate can be expressed by the relationship change with the front wheel angle [17] , [19] . However the establishment of two-degree-of-freedom vehicle system dynamic model is based on the assumption of invariant longitudinal velocity.
In this paper, we will consider the effect of longitudinal velocity on vehicle handing stability. As the road information is known, the kinematic formula of steering in steady state is selected to calculate the reference yaw rate which reflects expectation of vehicle dynamic response of the drivers. It does not need to assume that the longitudinal velocity is a constant, and is not affected by vehicle mass, moment of inertia, tire cornering stiffness and other parameters. The reference yaw rate can be expressed by:
In the study of stability control for four-wheel steering vehicle, many papers such as [21] and [22] set the control reference of vehicle side-slip angle as zero and got many good control effects. The active steering angle of rear wheel can be controlled to the opposite direction of the front wheel. Thus it VOLUME 7, 2019 is possible to keep the vehicle side-slip angle and the lateral velocity close to zero. However, the same control reference was used in the study of stability control for front-wheel steering vehicle [23] . The lateral velocity of the front wheel steering vehicle will not be zero without active steering rear wheel when vehicle turns a corner. It can be seen that the side-slip angle of the controlled vehicle was not controlled near zero, but varied with the change of the front wheel angle in the paper [23] . The rear wheels have no lateral velocity when the front wheel steering vehicle runs in a low speed and the vehicle lateral velocity is equal to the lateral velocity of the front wheel. Based on the linear vehicle model and linear tire model, the side-slip angel and the lateral velocity can be expressed by the relationship change with the front wheel angle which has been widely used in the vehicle stability control [17] . However, when the vehicle needs the stability controller to intervene, the general speed is relatively high. So in the study of vehicle stability control, low speed assumption is unreasonable and the linear model is undesirable.
Based on the nonlinear vehicle dynamics, Yang [24] , Liu [25] studied the vehicle dynamic bifurcation characteristics affected by the vehicle inputs, and obtained equilibrium bifurcation results. They used the 3DOF vehicle model and got the similar conclusion: yaw rate and lateral velocity approximately proportional change with the front wheel angle in the stable region. But they neglected the tire longitudinal forces in vehicle model and did not describe the relationship between the lateral velocity and the yaw rate.
Based on the nonlinear 3DOF vehicle model and magic-formula tire model [26] , by solving the equilibrium points under a certain speed, it is found that the lateral velocity and yaw rate are approximately proportional relation in the steady branch. The steady state is reference state in stability control, so the vehicle reference lateral velocity can be expressed by the equation:
The relationship that the equilibrium points vary with the front wheel angle is affected by different longitudinal velocities and tire-road adhesion coefficients. The estimation of vehicle dynamics states such as velocity, side-slip angle and road-tire friction coefficient is important and has been researched extensively [16] - [18] . However, vehicle dynamics states estimation is not the main theme of this paper. We estimate the lateral velocity according to the preliminary study [34] of our research group. The high adhesion road is researched in this paper, so it is necessary to require the proportion of stable yaw rate and lateral velocity in different vehicle speed. Simulation research in this paper used the following parameters: m = 1515kg, I z = 1680kg.m 2 , l f = 1.209, l r = 1.533.
We firstly solve the stable equilibrium points when the vehicle initial speed is 25m/s using genetic algorithm. Then we can obtain the proportional coefficient λ making use of MATLAB's cftool toolbox as shown in figure 2. Then we calculated the λ in various speeds shown in Table 1 on the high adhesion coefficient road and thus fitted the values as shown in figure 3 . The fitting curve can be expressed by:
By combining (12), (13) and (14), we can get the expression of the reference lateral velocity as shown in (15) . 
IV. STEERING AND DRIVING/BRAKING COUPLED CONTROLLER DESIGN
The subsystems of coordinated control and hierarchical control have their own control algorithms, such as PID control [27] , intimal model control [28] , optimal control [29] , sliding mode control [30] and model predictive control [31] , etc. PID control does not need to know the precise mathematical model of the controlled object and can achieve satisfactory results which is widely used in engineering application, but it does not suitable for the complicated nonlinear system. Different from classical control algorithms such as PID, modern control algorithms and intelligent control algorithms are both suitable for linear system and nonlinear time-varying system, but have some disadvantages: the optimal control is not suitable for the case where the parameters of the controlled object are unknown or vary greatly, and the system at this time is no longer optimal and even unstable; sliding mode control needs to overcome the chattering phenomenon; model predictive control needs to ensure the stability of the algorithm and is difficult in numerical solution. Thus we consider to linearize the vehicle system and then we can use classical control algorithm for the coupled control. According to the flatness theory proposed by Fliess et al. [32] , if a flat output could be found, the system would be linearization system and could be controlled using linear control method. So the flatness-based control method is considered for the vehicle in this paper.
The definition of differential flat system is defined as the following [32] :
Considering a nonlinear system expressed by (16) , where x is the state variable, u is the input of system. If the output form like (17) exits, the system state x and input u may be written in the form like (18), then the system is differential flat and y is the differential flat output.
For vehicle system, we first assume that the vehicle system (8) is a differential flat system and try to select a group of outputs. According to the properties of flat system, the number of flat outputs is the same as the number of system inputs. As shown in (7) , there are two inputs (T w and δ) in the vehicle system, so the number of vehicle system flat outputs is also two. Since the flat output is represented by the state and its finite order derivative as (17) shows, we first consider to express the two outputs using the three states (longitudinal velocity, lateral velocity and yaw rate). The longitudinal velocity is affected by the driving or braking torque T w , the lateral velocity and yaw rate by the steering angle δ to a large extent. Therefore, the longitudinal velocity is considered as one of the outputs, and the linear combination of lateral velocity and yaw rate is considered as another. According to coefficient observation of the second and third formulas in (5), we try to neglect the higher-order terms and set the two flat outputs as:
Taking a derivative of the second flat output, we can obtain:
Substituting (19) and (20) into (17), we can deduce the expression of vehicle states about the flat outputs:
Since the vehicle control inputs T w and δ are not shown in (19) and (20), we further calculate the derivative of y 1 and we can obtain:
The equation (22) can be expressed as follow:
Similarly, by taking a derivative ofẏ 2 , we can obtain:
By substituting the vehicle model (8) into (24) and neglect the high-order terms of T w and δ as h 1 u 1 u 2 and h 2 u 2 2 , we can get the relationship betweenÿ 2 and T w δ as shown in (25) . The influence analysis simulation of neglecting the high-order terms will be introduced in Section V.
where 21 = 
In order to solve the vehicle control inputs T w and δ, we combine (23) and (25) to simultaneous equations:
To solve the determinant of coefficient matrix, (27) can be obtained: 11 12 21 22 = 11 22 − 12 21
Because 11 12 21 22 = 0
By solving the simultaneous equations (26) in reverse, we can obtain the expression of control inputs about the flat outputs and their derivatives:
In this way, both the system state x and input u would be expressed by the flat output. On the other hand, the vehicle system is a differential flat system.
The flatness-based handing stability controller is designed which made it possible to obtain the reference vehicle inputs through the vehicle outputs and their errors:
where e y1 = y ref
and K 3 2 are the coefficient of the error and the control parameters that need to be designed. The flatness-based controller frame is shown in figure 4 .
In order to help keeping vehicle path tracking along with vehicle handing stability, the optimal preview curvature model was established which could calculate the front wheel steering angle by calculating the trajectory deviation shown as (30) . The model is mildly nonlinear by relaxing the constant v x assumption. It provides an effective and direct method for describing the driver's desired behavior characteristics. At the same time, the model has clear physical concept, simple operation structure and is convenient for engineering application [33] .
where δ driver is the steering angle of front wheels, y(t) represent the lateral position of the car, d is the looking forward distance,ẏ(t) andẋ(t) represent the lateral and longitudinal velocity of the vehicle on the absolute inertial coordinate; T is the looking forward time which can be expressed as
Based on the flatness theory and PID controller, we can obtain the reference vehicle inputs T w and δ flat which can ensure the handing stability by controlling the vehicle states approaching their references. Based on the driver preview model, the vehicle can keep good path tracking effect by tracking the lateral deviation. Both the driver preview model and the flatness-based controller exported a steering angle, so the final steering wheel angle weighted by the two angles is considered to control the vehicle as shown in (31) , in this way the vehicle can both keep its stability and make a good path tracking. The diagram of the integrated control system is shown in figure 5 .
For the distribution of driving/ braking torque: T w > 0 as the driving moment, the left and right wheels have the same value. T w < 0 as the braking torque, the front and back wheels torque are distributed as: T bf = 1.85 T br [20] .
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The Vehicle Organization Simulation System (VOSS) based on MATLAB/Simulink [34] is used for the simulation. This simulation model includes the road model, the driver preview model and the ten degree of freedom vehicle model. The tire model uses the tire mixed slip magic formula model under high adhesion road as the literature [26] .
The controller parameters are calibrated using the parameters of a certain car, then K 1 1 = 1, K 1 2 = 60, K 2 2 = 12, figure 6 (b) , the coupled control system can track the reference yaw rate during the cycle maneuver, but the yaw rate response of uncontrolled vehicle changed dramatically and return to zero on straight line much later than the controlled system. The same condition also occurred in the side-slip angle response as shown in figure 6 (c), the phase plan envelope of β-β' with controller on is smaller than that without the controller. 
B. CLOSED-LOOP TEST
According to driving experiences, novice drivers may slow the vehicle down quickly to the absolute safety state and then make a turn when encounter a corner or obstacle; experienced drivers may decelerate slightly and make a smooth turn; if both novice and experienced drivers pay no attention to the corners or obstacles, or they are too close to the obstacles, they will lack enough time to decelerate.
In order to verify the robustness of the steering and driving/braking coupled controller in different driving conditions, we take the deceleration of −1.6m/s 2 , −5m/s 2 and 0m/s 2 into account to simulate the above three cases respectively. Figure 7-9 show the path tracking effects, vehicle output variables, and vehicle control inputs in different longitudinal velocity planning respectively.
As shown in figure 7 that the vehicle has a relatively good path tracking performance. The trajectory has small lateral deviation: the error is not more than 0.15 meters when the deceleration is zero; the error is not more than 0.12 meters when the deceleration is −1.6 m/s 2 ; the error is not more than 0.35 meters when the deceleration is −5 m/s 2 . Figure 8 shows that the vehicle longitudinal velocity, lateral velocity and the yaw rate can track their references smoothly in the cases whether the vehicle is driven by a novice (a 1 = −5m/s 2 ) or experienced person (a 1 = −1.6m/s 2 ), or in unexpected situation(a 1 = 0m/s 2 ).
As shown in figure 9 (a), the driving torque remains at around 160Nm when the vehicle goes straight at a constant speed and will change with the curve when vehicle makes a turn. The smaller the deceleration is, the smaller the driving torque or braking torque is. Transmission ratio of steering system between the steering wheel angle and front wheel angle is set as 20. The steering wheel angle of the controller output as well as the vehicle input is shown in figure 9 (b) . The larger the deceleration is, the longer the steering time is. The steering wheel angle changes quickly at the start moment and end moment of the corner. It is caused by the suddenly changing curvature of the reference trajectory expressed by equation (10) , and it also shows that the controller can track the desired trajectory quickly and accurately at the same time.
In the future, we will optimize the reference trajectory to make the vehicle control input smoother.
It is shown in figure 7-9 that the vehicle can keep both path tracking and handing stability very well by the steering and driving /braking coupled control and the controller is robust in different driving conditions. The simulation of the vehicle with different controllers has been compared to further evaluate the control benefits. The longitudinal speed is set at 100km/h. Figure 10 (a) shows that the coupled control vehicle shows smaller lateral deviation than vehicle equipped with DYC or AFS+DYC. As shown in figure 10 (b) , the vehicle equipped with DYC or AFS+DYC shows larger fluctuation range of vehicle sideslip angle and its change rate than the coupled control vehicle. We can see in figure 10 that the coupled control vehicle has better path tracking effects and handing stability than the vehicle controlled by single DYC or combined AFS with DYC.
C. CONTROLLER DESIGN ERROR SIMULATION
We have neglected the high-order terms of T w and δ (h 1 u 1 u 2 and h 2 u 2 2 ) to express the relationship between the flat output and T w δ as shown in (25) . We can see in equation (8) that h 1 u 1 u 2 mainly affect the second and third formula i.e. the value of lateral acceleration and yaw rate, h 2 u 2 2 mainly affect the first formula i.e. the value of longitudinal acceleration. The simulation comparison of the elimination term and the total value of the formula are given in figure 11 as an example to verify the feasibility of eliminating the item h 1 u 1 u 2 of equation (8) in the controller design process. It can be seen that the value of the elimination term h 1 u 1 u 2 is about 100 times smaller than the overall value and is not enough to affect the lateral acceleration. Using the same comparison method, we can verify the feasibility of eliminating the item h 2 u 2 2 . Thus the performance of the control law is not affected by the model simplifications.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a flatness-based steering and driving/braking coupled control strategy for vehicles. Aimed at the strong nonlinear and dynamic coupling effects between the lateral and longitudinal motion, the lateral and longitudinal coupling vehicle models were established. The longitudinal tire forces and air resistance were introduced in the vehicle modeling of controller design preciously. Then, a novel vehicle stability region with variable longitudinal velocity was proposed based on road information and nonlinear dynamic bifurcation theory. The reference vehicle states used for the controller design can be solved offline and need not to be driven by professional drivers in advance. Thus, this reference acquisition method is convenient for engineering application.
The flatness-based controller can ensure the vehicle handing stability by controlling the vehicle states approaching their reference stable states. Combined with driver preview model, the vehicle can keep good path tracking effect simultaneously by tracking the lateral deviation. The simulation results of the emergency double lane change tests show that the proposed control strategy performs better in both handing stability and path tracking than integrated AFS and DYC.
However, the real vehicle test was not carried due to potential danger. Future work will focus on the simulation of low friction surfaces and hardware-in-the-loop simulations.
